Trauma-Informed Interventions for People Who Self-Injure
A compilation from experts around the nation
Self-injury: Making pain visible
Self-injury can be understood as a coping mechanism to deal with less visible forms
of pain. While there are perhaps self-harming behaviors that have greater
repercussions on the person than cutting, burning, or biting does, self-injury (also
called self-inflicted violence [SIV]) can provoke intense reactions from others,
including helpers. It might be useful to consider self-injury to be one among many
self-harming behaviors that people might engage in. Self-harm can be understood
to include a range of behaviors from self-annihilation (suicide, unsafe sex,
terminating essential treatment), to self-injury (cutting, burning, unhygienic
tattooing or piercing), to self-defeating (isolating, anger, rejection of help). This
broad understanding of self-harm encompasses substance abuse, unsafe
relationships and sex, running away, isolating, disordered eating, hair plucking,
dropping out of school as well as self-injuring actions like cutting, picking, burning,
and self-punching.
There are many reasons people turn to self-inflicted violence. However, no one can
determine why someone else is self-injuring. Since the reasons are myriad and
people often use several forms of self-injury for different purposes, listening to the
person becomes the only way to discover what the self-injuring actions mean for
that person. Understanding the meaning behind the self-injury is the avenue into
finding safer alternatives to the self-injuring behaviors for both the person
struggling and the person helping.
Common reasons for self-injury:
To displace emotional pain from the psyche to the body
To reconnect with the reality of being alive today
To distract from overwhelming emotion
To end a dissociative response
To show the pain or to make the pain visible to others
To release endorphins for immediate (if temporary) relief
To express self-hatred
Trauma
The repercussions of trauma can range from intense, painful emotions, dissociation,
to flashbacks, trauma re-enactments, and many more. Trauma survivors are likely
to turn to self-injury to manage trauma-related negative emotional states. A peer
support consumer recently remarked that during 20 years of work every person
engaging in self-injury had a history of trauma. In the academic literature, a clear
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association between child maltreatment, especially child sexual abuse, and selfinjuring has been established.1
Traditional approaches
Traditionally, much of the available help for people who self-injure has been
shame-based. Perhaps this is because many people find self-injury an out-ofcontrol and repulsive act and, therefore, something needing to be controlled and
stopped. However, when a person with self-injury feels that the helpers are trying
to control her behavior, it may drive self-injury behavior more underground and
make it more dangerous at times. Emergency or crisis intervention that forces
someone to do something they are not ready to do can result in even more shame
and increased reliance on behaviors that have developed around shame and pain:
self-injury.
Behavior contracts
Many people with self-injury do not respond well to behavior contracts. Often,
behavior contracts are one-sided: while the person promises not to self-injure, it is
not clear what the person receives in exchange. A harm-reduction approach is
recommended as a first line response. If a contract is used, the person struggling
with self-injury should be able to either agree or disagree to the terms. If in
disagreement, additional information regarding willingness to make changes should
be discussed. If the person is not willing to make any changes, a harm-reduction
approach is recommended, especially if it was not tried initially.
Harm reduction
Harm reduction ideas are helpful. In other words, helping the person to think of
“safer” ways to self injure. For example, a therapist helped a client to develop a
“safety kit” that had gauze, Band-Aids, antibacterial ointment, alcohol swabs and
other self-care items, so that if she did self-injure, she was less likely to get an
infection.
Harm reduction is a much more useful approach than coercive practices. It is
important to let the person with the need to self-injure to determine whether they
are motivated to stop self-injury. In many cases, there might be other self-harming
behaviors that are more pressing or the person might be in an unsafe situation that
needs to be addressed first before the self-injury can be tackled. Also, urges to selfinjure might continue for years and decades, so harm reduction approaches can help
a person many years later.
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In the United Kingdom, there exists assisted self-injury whereby the helper takes
precautions, such as making sure razor blades are sterile. A manual from the UK
teaches people who live with self-inflicted violence to focus on safety, as much as
possible, and tend to themselves after the action. The Hurt Yourself Less Workbook
is also available for free download at http://studymore.org.uk/hylw.pdf. The Self
Injury Awareness Booklet (2005) can be downloaded at
http://www.firstsigns.org.uk/files/lifesigns-si-awareness-book-2nd-editionrevised.pdf.
Asking about self-injury
The first step to discussing self-injuring behaviors is to ask about them. Some
people who are struggling might talk about them directly. However, many others
will discuss them in indirect and vague ways.
Asking if the person has self-injured or is likely to self-injure in the future is the
most direct route to take. It is also important to understand that choice in disclosing
is key to creating a successful connection with the person who is self-injuring.
Even if a person declines disclosing self-injuring, it is often helpful to discuss it
more broadly as well: “I am glad to hear that you are not concerned with selfinjuring (like cutting, burning, or other forms of self-inflicted violence), but I would
like to say that it is a common way people in pain deal with overwhelming
emotions, so if you do have any questions, I am here to talk with you about them.”
If the person chooses disclosure, ask about how and what self-injury helps before
talking about stopping. When helpers are not afraid of self-injury and willing to
talk about the benefits of self-injury, many clients are slowly able to consider other
alternatives and perhaps eventually stop. It might be useful to remember that
talking about self-injury is a first step toward managing the behavior.
Be curious:
Ask, How does self-injury help?
Ask, Why now?
Ask, What might this behavior be trying to express?
Discuss patterns and self-awareness:
Ask about times when the person was able to resist self-harm.
Ask if the behavior is getting better (less) or worse (more).
Ask the person to track the behavior on a calendar to see if it follows a
pattern.
Discuss learning new behaviors:
Make a list of other options that have been successful.
Make a list of new behaviors to try (see Appendix A).
Ask for agreement to try an alternative before reverting to self-harm.
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Hotlines and crisis intervention2
“My experience has been that I've gotten more useful support from calling a
women's crisis hotline (whose purpose is more for interpersonal violence)
than I ever got when calling a mental health crisis hot line. For people in
my local area who ask me about dealing/coping with self-injury, I still refer
them to the women's crisis line than I do the mental health crisis line.” - A
person who self-injured for more than 30 years from 8 years old:
People who work on hotlines are in a key position to support a person who is asking
for help.
Priority One: The Person
In most cases, self-injury is a coping mechanism, not a suicide attempt. The person
calling wants support for whatever is driving their need to self-injure. The struggle
the person is having should be the priority, not the fact that they self-injure.
Organizationally, there might need to re-assess policies to prevent the immediate
reactivity that results in police, ambulances, commitment, restraint and seclusion. It
is important to teach about re-traumatization and, potentially, how re-traumatization
can leave one liable for causing harm.
Priority Two: Informed Choices
Consumer education on hotlines and how they work, including liabilities and
limitations, empowers callers to understand the workings of where they are calling
and to make informed choices of their own when talking to hotlines. This can give
clarity regarding how to express one’s self, develop viable options, and identify the
help they need.
Priority Three: Stopping a current crisis
A call where self-injury is threatened focuses the response. A hotline call is often an
urgent situation plus anonymity. On the phone no one can see what the caller is
actually doing or looking like or the level of injury that may imminently or actually
be occurring. While most cases of self-injury do not end a life, there is still potential
that suicide is an option. A hotline can assess for suicide, but also immediately shift
to person-centered support once the assessment has been made, regardless of the
threat of suicide. Grounding techniques to help the person detach from emotional
pain and become more centered in the physical reality of the here-and-now often
brings relief and provides an alternative to self-injury.
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If an ambulance or the police are an option, the hotline staff can kindly highlight
that, while it sometimes makes sense to engage in extreme behaviors that
temporarily end overwhelming negative emotions, extreme interventions like an
ambulance are similarly used to temporarily end crisis. Both responses are
temporary attempts to solve the current dilemma. Safer solutions are likely to be
more productive in the long run.
“In Connecticut, the mental health unit sends a Mobile Crisis team clinician,
sometimes with an MD in case they need a Physicians’ Emergency
Commitment (psychiatric hold). If more urgent, Connecticut now has Crisis
Intervention workers riding with police, who have received training and
expressed interest in being involved in a Crisis Intervention Team (CIT).
That way, the police are on site in case of an emergent situation, but a welltrained clinician can work with the client to see what alternatives there may
be.” Pat Rehmer, Commissioner, Connecticut Department of Mental Health
and Addiction Services.
Priority Four: Developing a plan
When someone calls stating a desire to stop self-injury and to get support to do
things differently, the helper can focus on developing a plan.
•
•

•

First, begin with what has worked in the past. Identifying successes can help
the person shift away from hopelessness.
Second, develop a short-term plan focusing on today: asking for help;
identifying a safe person or resource (other than the hotline); making an
agreement to call again in a specified amount of time.
Third, list options for longer-term support (peer support, warm lines, harm
reduction, treatment) that the person can think about and perhaps agree to
contact during a future call.

Some hotlines create plans with frequent callers that include tailored self-care
alternatives that can be discussed as a first response when the person calls the
hotline.
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Resources
Websites:
Self-Injury Information and Support: http://www.palace.net/~llama/selfinjury/
Healing Self-Injury: healingselfinjury.org
UK National Self Harm Network: http://www.nshn.co.uk/resources.html
Approaches:
Trauma-Informed Intentional Peer Support, Shery Mead
Engaging Women Trauma Survivors in Peer Support
Marsha Linehan Skill Training Manual
Publications:
Women Who Hurt Themselves, Dusty Miller (book)
Understanding Self Injury: A Workbook for Adults, Robin Connor (workbook)
Self-Injury: Psychotherapy With People Who Engage in Self-Inflicted Violence, Robin
Connor (book)
The scarred soul: Understanding & ending self-inflicted violence, T. Alderman, (1997)
Bodily Harm: The Breakthrough Healing Program for Self- Injurers, Karen Cointerio and
Wendy Lader (book)
The Tender Cut: Inside the Hidden World of Self-Injury, Patricia A. Adler and Peter
Adler (2011)
The Hurt Yourself Less Workbook (UK) (workbook)
Self Injury Awareness Booklet (UK)

If you have any comments regarding this compendium, please contact Gabriella
Grant, Director, California Center of Excellence for Trauma Informed Care at
gabbygrant@me.com.
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x ".$4!#5!>#,.&-0<!41%9!$!.-6!<-0%Q%1+!+-5!#.!01+&%1)'7!
x 2$'-!$!&*$00!B#%%0-!#<!01;,16!.-6!<##6!)#0#.15/!$56!4$.*!1%!&01/9%0>!B>!
6.#++15/!1%!15%#!$!),+!#<!9#%!4$%-.!<#.!$!<-4!*15,%-&7!!R5)$+!%9-!B#%%0-!
$56!+.-&&!1%&!%1+!$/$15&%!%9-!+0$)-!>#,!4$5%!%#!),%7!!".$4!%9-!B#%%0-!15!$!
),%%15/!*#%1#5!4910-!&;,--P15/!1%!&01/9%0>!%#!0-%!%9-!<##6!)#0#.!%.1)'0-!#,%7!
x 'UDZRQWKHDUHDV\RXZDQWWRFXWXVLQJLFHWKDW\RX¶YHPDGHE\
6.#++15/!&1:!#.!&-E-5!6.#+&!#<!.-6!<##6!)#0#.!15%#!-$)9!#<!%9-!1)-Q),B-!
%.$>!4-00&7!
x ?$15%!>#,.&-0<!41%9!.-6!%-*+-.$!+$15%7!
!
!"#$%#&'$)'-..'-*"2,')2'3%*4'-*"5,'
!
x S-%!$!9-55$!%$%%##!'1%7!!T#,!+,%!%9-!9-55$!#5!$&!$!+$&%-!$56!0-$E-!1%!
#E-.51/9%A!%9-!5-:%!6$>!>#,!)$5!+1)'!1%!#<<!$&!>#,!4#,06!$!&)$B!$56!1%!
0-$E-&!$5!#.$5/-Q.-6!*$.'!B-91567!
!
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!"#$%&'()*$+,&+-)
!
x "#$!%&%'$$()*&(+'$!,-*$.!'$//!01+23$/%!'#-'!&%!01+!3'&//!4-('!'1!3$/%)#-2*!&(!
%&%'$$(!*&(+'$35!01+!6-(7!!8#$(!'#$!'&*$!&3!+95!3$$!&%!01+!6-(!,1!-(1'#$2!
%&%'$$(!*&(+'$37!
x :(1'#$2!;$23&1(!1%!'#$!<$/-0&(,!'-6WLFLVWRWHOO\RXUVHOI\RX¶OOGRLWODWHU
=12!31*$!9$19/$!#-;&(,!-!'&*$!9-2-*$'$23!6-(!>$!-!3$'+9!%12!%-&/+2$7!!
(DFKSHUVRQLVLQGLYLGXDODQGZKDWZRUNVIRURQHGRHVQ¶WQHFHVVDULO\
412?!%12!-(1'#$27!
x @-?$!01+2!'11/3!#-2<!'1!,$'!-'A!61**&'!'1!+3&(,!1(/0!1($!9-2'&6+/-2!3$'!1%!
'11/3!-(<!9+'!'#$*!&(!-!3*-//!>1B7!!82-9!'#$!>1B!61*9/$'$/0!&(!<+6'!'-9$!
-(<!-!/&3'!1%!2$-31(3!(1'!'1!#+2'!01+23$/%!'1!'#$!1+'3&<$7!!C+'!'#-'!>1B!&(!
-(1'#$2!>1B!-(<!2$9$-'A!-(<!'#$(!9+'!'#$!9-6?-,$!1(!-!#&,#5!1+')1%)'#$)
4-0!3#$/%7!
x D%!01+!6+'5!%&//!-!,-//1(!E+,!#-/%4-0!4&'#!4-'$25!%2$$F$!&'5!9+'!01+2!'11/3!&(5!
WKHQILOOWKHMXJZLWKZDWHUDQGIUHH]HDJDLQ6LQFH\RX¶YHDOUHDG\WROG
01+23$/%!01+!4&//!1(/0!+3$!'#13$!'#&(,35!4#$(!-(!+2,$!61*$3!01+!#-;$!'#$!
-*1+('!1%!'&*$!&'!'-?$3!%12!'#$!&6$!'1!'#-4!'1!'20!1'#$2!<&3'2-6'&1(37!
!
7KHVHLGHDVDUHRQO\VXJJHVWLRQV,IVRPHWKLQJLVQ¶WZRUNLQJIRU\RXWU\
31*$'#&(,!$/3$7!!G1*$!1%!'#$3$!3+,,$3'&1(3!*-0!412?!31*$!1%!'#$!'&*$²>+'!(1'!
-//!1%!'#$!'&*$7!!D%!01+!3$/%)LQMXUHLWGRHVQ¶WPHDQWKDW\RXDU$!-!>-<5!#122&>/$!
SHUVRQLWVLPSO\PHDQV\RXUFRSLQJVWUDWHJ\ZDVQ¶WKHOSIXOWR\RXDWWKHWLPH
D%!-!3'2-'$,0!&3!/&3'$<!&(!1($!3$6'&1(5!-(<!01+!'#&(?!&'!*&,#'!412?!%12!01+²'20!&'7!!
"#$3$!&<$-3!-2$!(1'!42&''$(!&(!61(62$'$!-(<!6-(!>$!*1<&%&$<!-(<!-<-9'$<!-'!-(0!
'&*$7!
!

H!I$>!@-2'&(31(!JKKK!L$921<+6'&1(!-(<!<&3'2&>+'&1(!1%!'#&3!*-'$2&-/!&3!
$('#+3&-3'&6-//0!$(61+2-,$<5!$39$6&-//0!<&3'2&>+'&1(!'1!*$<&6-/!9$231(($/7!!M<&'$<!
>0!N$6?&$!O#&/<7!
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